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Dear ALL
2019 is coming to an end and we have the excitement of the festive period and 2020 just around the corner.

For Magic Life this has been a time of growth and development and the head office team would like to thank 

all of you for the dedication throughout the year. The drive for improvement and our plan to make the changes to support the growth of the company and 

drive up quality is in progress and we will continue to implement these changes as part of the operational 

objectives.

We are due our CQC inspection and we are looking forward to this so that we can receive our rating,  

our aim is to be outstanding and we still have work to do to reach this and will require all your support in 

achieving this goal.
To summarise what has been going on within the company I want to share some of the successes and 

changes that set us up well for 2020.
1. With our new recruits waiting to start we will have over 100 staff.
2. We have opened 5 new projects this year3. We now have the following spaces across various projects to provide variety for activities for the 

 people we support, to include, Trampoline, arts and crafts room, a sensory room with a activities  

 co-Ordinator with the visits from Gaston the dog and healthy meal planning.  Specific trips to the 

 seaside, changing of the guard.4. We have implemented key changes to the structure of Magic Life, adding in new skills and 
 experience to support frontline staff and ensure that we provide a quality service to the people we support.

5. We have changed key documents to be more person centred and provide more support in having the 

 information you need to provide the best support possible in supporting individuals to meet their goals.

6. We have recruited our Clinical lead, Quality assurance Co-ordinator and Area manager.
7. 2019 has seen the largest investment in training, for qualifications and courses to ensure that we continue 

 to upskill our staff and provide opportunities of progression.8. We have implemented the Maxtime system to support payroll and ensure that staff are paid for what the 

 work, this will continue to develop in 2020.9. We introduced the awards for best home and employee to say thank you and acknowledge  achievement

10. We started the employee referral scheme for referrals for new recruits on successful employment.

I hope you have all enjoyed the newsletters this year and this summary helps to reflect on where we were at 

the start of 2019. 
We are always open to your feedback so please drop me an email if you have any comments on 

improvements or compliments, we can only change if you tell us what is and is not working.
We want to take the opportunity to wish you and your families a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 2020 

when it comes.

Yours sincerely

William Rees
Director of Operations

Manager’s Letter
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A great night’s sleep makes the brain work properly. It helps us to learn, remember, solve problems  

and make decisions, as well as helping improve stress levels, mood swings and depression.  

It’s rather worrying that the majority of people don’t sleep very well! There are many ways we  

can improve our sleep, we have highlighted so of the most popular below;

1. Take time to relax
Take the time to relax before you go to bed, whether it’s taking a warm bath, reading a book,  

or listening to soothing music. 

2. Get into a routine
We all know that having a routine helps babies and children fall asleep at a certain time.  

This applies to adults as well as it allows your body to programme itself to naturally  

fall asleep and wake up at certain times. 

3. Avoid technology
Ban your smart phone, computer and TV from your bedroom, and avoid looking at them  

for an hour before bed. This kind of device emits a blue light, which suppresses the sleep hormone melatonin.

4. Create a restful environment
Make sure your bed provides the correct support, comfort and space to ensure you wake up and move about less.  

Ensure that your room is the right temperature and uncluttered. 

5. Don’t clock watch
Worrying about getting enough sleep can itself stop us sleeping. The best way to deal with that is to remind yourself  

that resting in bed and thinking nice thoughts is more productive than tossing and turning and looking at the clock  

every ten minutes. 

6. Foods for sleeping
Eating healthily improves sleep generally, but some foods are particularly beneficial, such as milk, chicken, turkey and 

pumpkin seeds. They contain the chemicals tryptophan and serotonin, which are vital for the production of melatonin, the 

hormone that promotes sleep.

7. Foods to avoid
Spicy food, alcohol and large meals shouldn’t be consumed in the hours before bedtime. For many, drinking coffee or other 

caffeinated drinks in the afternoon can affect sleep.

Sugary food in general is bad, because the energy spike and ensuing crash you get can play havoc with your body clock. 

8. Darkness promotes sleep
Before clocks, people would wake up when the sun rose and go to sleep when it got dark. Similarly, a darkened room helps 

to promote sleep and turning the lights down can make you feel sleepy. 

9. Keep fit and get active
Physical activity is great for sleep, as well as for your health generally. However some people find that if they do vigorous 

exercise less than two hours before bedtime, it can make it harder to get to sleep. If you don’t find this a problem, then 

there’s probably no need to change.

10. Focus on sleep quality
We tend to focus on how long we’re asleep, but sleep quality is just as important. We go through five stages of sleep, which 

we experience in a cycle, around five times a night. During the later stages of the cycle our memories are consolidated and 

information is processed, among other things. This means that getting up in the night, for example to go to the loo, can 

interrupt the cycle and you might not reach the later stages. For this reason, it’s also best to avoid having too many liquids 

before going to bed.

Health and Wellbeing
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How long have you been at Magic Life?
It will be 5 years next May- I started part-time whilst 

I was studying and progressed through the company 

from Support Worker, Senior Support Worker, Project 

Manager, Area Manager, Marketing Manager to Business 

Development Manager

Favourite part of the job?
Bringing new clients into the service when you know that 

you will be able to support them in having a better quality of 

life. I honestly believe that Magic Life can support anyone 

and improve their quality of life!!

Least favourite part?
Seeing our clients unwell.... Having to go onto secure wards 

to see our clients when they are not well (relapsed) is really 

really tough and by far the hardest part of my job.

What do you like to do in your spare time?
Spare time??? I have 3 beautiful children, a 14 year old,  

a 2 and a half year old and a 1 year old.. I am a season 

ticket holder at Spurs, so if I have spare time, I go and 

watch Spurs

What is your favourite  
film?
The Life of Brian  

(a Monty Python classic) 

What is your favourite 
food?
Mauritian- my father is from Mauritius and the  

country is a cultural melting pot of African, Asian,  

Pan Asian and European cuisine 

Tell us something no one at work  
knows about you?
I played ‘Crumpet the Snowman’ in a Christmas  

play at Great Ormond Street Hospital. I was dressed in a 

white fluffy onesy and had to sing to all the kids.  

This was on Christmas Eve and all the children  

on the ward were those who were too poorly to  

go home, it was a truly humbling experiance

60 Seconds With; Raff Baccus,  
Business Development Manager 

Magic Life are extremely proud that one of our residents is 

set to release an EP on the Key Changes Record Label.

Muz has been living at one of our projects for many years 

now and always had a real passion and brilliance with music. 

Muz spends many hours practising and rehearsing with  

Key Changes Charity who provide music industry-focused 

mental health recovery services in hospitals and the 

community for musicians, song writers, lyricists, producers, 

vocalists and MC’s.

The charity regularly host monthly live mic sessions and 

provide advice and support on the build up to the event to 

ensure all the acts give their best performance.

Muz has also been featured in in Barnet Hospitals “Trust 

Matters magazine”  below is an extract from the article.  

“I love performing – 

showing them what I can 

do. I always wanted to 

be a performer – I started 

rapping when listening to 

rap and have been  

rapping from then to now. 

 I still enjoy myself

– the other artists say that 

I give a good performance 

and they give me 

confidence.”

Good luck Muz we cannot wait to hear it!

“Muz is Releasing an EP”
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LIVING WITH MAGIC LIFE

Halloween party
On Halloween Night what better to way to enjoy 

yourselves than dressing up and throwing a good old 

party? The residents and staff at Burlington Lodge did 

exactly that. 

Everyone threw themselves into the fun and games 

and had a fantastic time dressing up as ghosts and 

ghouls and enjoying a Spooktacular feast together!

Pumpkins at the ready!
Roll up, roll up, its competition time!!

This Halloween each project were provide with 2 

pumpkins and some pens. 

The brief? To design the best pumpkin you can for 

Halloween night!

The result I here you ask, well it was outstanding. 

Planting with Shomari
Following on from his enjoyable gardening classes 

Shomari decided to do some planting at home. 

He planted tomato, lettuce and pepper plants which 

he has been watering and taking care  of which great 

pride every day. Well done Shomari.

Movie nights 
Popcorn at the ready! What better way to spend an 

evening than enjoying one of the latest movie releases 

together? Here at Magic Life we have purchased a 

streaming device as well as a popcorn machine so 

that the residents can watch a film together in the 

comfort of their home. 

Each project took the chance to hire the equipment 

from Head Office and watch the gripping true life story 

“Hotel Mumbai” starring Dev Patel. 

Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the film and the sweet 

treats which accompanied it! Our next film will be 

Boeheim Rhapsody, the bookings for the equipment 

are coming in fast!

Choosing the winner was extremely difficult due to the 

hard work and imagination everyone had put in to it.

The eventual winners were Bruce Grove and their 

“Pumpkin Family” who were rewarded with a pizza 

and movie night. The judges loved the imagination for 

this one and the props used to bring it to life.
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Gardening classes
On Halloween Night what better to way to enjoy yourselves than dressing up 

and throwing a good old party? The residents and staff at Burlington Lodge did 

exactly that. 

Everyone threw themselves into the fun and games and had a fantastic time 

dressing up as ghosts and ghouls and enjoying a Spooktacular feast together!

Southend on sea
Who doesn’t love the seaside? Sea air, sand, fish and chips what more could 

you want?

A lovely drive through the countryside lead our group to Southend on Sea. They 

had a pit stop for some delicious fish and chips, topped off with a 99 ice cream 

and sang their hearts out all the way home. 

Olympic park
“Ready, Steady, Go!” It doesn’t get more exciting than 

a day spent at the Olympic Cycling Track. 

Gio and Oliver got to experience the thrill and 

excitement of the Velodrome recently during a day 

out to the Olympic Park. Both watched in awe of the 

athletes in action, cheering them on as they sped 

past. We couldn’t think of a more exciting way to 

spend an afternoon. 

 

Tottenham Hotspur
Our sports fans, Hassan and Shaun enjoyed a trip to 

White Hart Lane recently. 

Accompanied by Nana the lads watched Spurs at 

home in the their new stadium against Watford.

The atmosphere in the stadium was buzzing, the 

group sang their hearts out to Tottenham classics 

and enjoyed club level dining at half time. Following 

an early lead by Watford at 6 minutes an intense 80 

minutes later saw Deli Alli equalize meaning the group 

came away ecstatic that their team hadn’t lost!

Safe to say the day was a huge success and everyone 

cannot wait to return!

OUT AND ABOUT
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OUT AND ABOUT

Cambridge 
Jaime and Wayne from Harringay Road along with Shawn and Asan from 

Bruce Grove, enjoyed the sights of Cambridge recently.

The group along with Monica and Phebe took the tube to Kings Cross and 

enjoyed a scenic train ride from Kings Cross to Cambridge Central.  

As well as enjoying the historic sites, Wayne couldn’t resist a look in the 

shoe shops and Hassan indulged in not one but two desserts during lunch! 

What more would you ask for?

As soon as everyone arrived home they were eagerly planning the next 

adventure.

Woodberry 
down   
Brian and Michael from Burlington 

Lodge recently visited Woodberry 

Down Reservoirs along with 

Support Workers Chris and Beata. 

The group enjoyed exploring the 

beautiful landscape and scenery 

the newly renovated area had to 

offer before stopping for an alfresco 

lunch on the terrace.

The stunning water features were a 

hit with everyone as well as getting 

up close and personal with the 

locals, a flock of geese.

A tranquil and enjoyable day all 

round. 

Alexandra 
Palace
The weather may have taken a 

turn recently but the cold didn’t 

stop Michael from enjoying 

a day at Alexandra Palace. 

Michael enjoyed visiting the 

boating lake as well as taking in 

one of the best views of London 

from the top of the hill. After a 

busy morning Michael enjoyed 

a much needed hot chocolate in 

the café to warm him up before 

the descent back down. 

Park trips
Some times the best days are 

the unplanned ones. At Magic 

Life we love to be in the great 

outdoors and always encourage 

our residents to get out and 

about, be it a trip to the local 

shops, cinema, a friends or our 

favourite the park, fresh air can 

do wonders. Local parks or 

those further afield like the  

one Gio attended in Wanstead 

are great for exploring,  

reflecting and most importantly 

having fun! 
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